Abstract. It is natural to expect that the arithmetic sum of two Cantor sets should have positive Lebesgue measure if the sum of their dimensions exceeds 1, but there are many known counterexamples, e.g. when both sets are the middle-Cantor set and 2 ( ). We show that for any compact set K and for a.e. 2 (0; 1), the arithmetic sum of K and the middle-Cantor set does indeed have positive Lebesgue measure when the sum of their Hausdor dimensions exceeds 1. In this case we also determine the essential supremum, as the translation parameter t varies, of the dimension of the intersection of K + t with the middle-Cantor set.
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The same method yields an interesting property of in nite Bernoulli convolutions p (the distributions of random series P 1 n=0 n ; where the signs are chosen independently with probabilities (p; 1 ? p)). Let 1 q1 < q2 2. For p 6 = 1 2 near 1 2 and for a.e. in some nonempty interval, p is absolutely continuous and its density is in L q 1 but not in L q 2 . We also answer a question of Kahane concerning the Fourier transform of 1=2 .
Introduction and main results
In this paper we consider one-parameter families of homogenous Cantor sets, and determine the measure-theoretic properties of their sums and intersections for typical values of the parameter. Let us rst indicate our results for the special case of the sets K = n (1 ? ) 1 X n=0 a n n : a n 2 f0; 1g o : (1) (It is easily checked that K is the middle-Cantor set for = 1 ? 2 .) Let K R be any compact set. We show that for a.e. 2 (0; 1=2) such that the sum of Hausdor dimensions dim H K + dim H K is greater than 1: 1. the arithmetic sum K + K has positive Lebesgue measure (see Theorem 1.1); 2. If K has positive Hausdor measure in its dimension, then the equality
holds for a set of parameters t of positive Lebesgue measure (see Theorem 1.2).
The proofs of Theorems 1.1{1.2 rely on techniques developed by Mattila (1995) , Ch. 9-10, to prove projection and intersection theorems. Our situation is di erent since the dependence on the parameter is nonlinear, but appropriate estimates of power series allow us to handle this. For the simplest application of this technique in a nonlinear setting, see Peres and Solomyak (1996) .
The same method yields new information on certain self-similar measures; this is best illustrated in the special case of the in nite Bernoulli convolutions p . For each ; p 2 (0; 1), the measure p is de ned as the distribution of the random series 1 X n=0 n ; (3) where the signs are chosen independently at random with probabilities (p; 1 ? p): The symmetric case p = 1=2 has received the most attention, ever since the work of Erd} os (1939 Erd} os ( , 1940 . For p 6 = 1=2 near 1=2, Corollary 1.4 below reveals an interesting phenomenon: p is singular for all < p p (1?p) 1?p , and is absolutely continuous for a.e. > p p (1?p) 1?p ; moreover, for any q 1 < q 2 in 1,2] there is an interval I(q 1 ; q 2 ) such that for Lebesgue-a.e. 2 I(q 1 ; q 2 ), the density of p is in the space L q 1 but not in L q 2 . See Theorems 1.3 and 4.1 for more general statements. These generalizations allow us to answer a question of Kahane (1971) Background. Palis and Takens (1993) and the references therein show that the structure of arithmetic sums of Cantor sets is relevant to natural questions in smooth dynamics. Palis and Takens asked about the structure of the sums K + K and conjectured that \typically" they have either zero Lebesgue measure or non-empty interior. Solomyak (1997) 
An easily checked su cient condition for (5) 
The strong separation condition implies dim H C = logm log(1= ) < 1, so < m ?1 : The words \for almost every " cannot be omitted in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Indeed, it is wellknown that the sum K +K is a Cantor set of Hausdor dimension log3 log(1= ) for < 1=3. Thus, on the diagonal = 2 (0; 1=3), the Hausdor dimension is lower than that given by Theorem 1.1.
Some other exceptions were obtained by Keane and Smorodinsky (1990) , see Solomyak (1997) . 
where S i (x) = x + d i ( ) (see Hutchinson (1981) ). Alternatively, consider the sequence space = f1; : : : ; mg Z+ with the Bernoulli product measure = p Z+ on it, and the map : ! R given by
Then C = ( ) and
In the special case when C = K and is Bernoulli (1=2; 1=2), this is the usual Cantor-Lebesgue measure.
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Note that the strong separation condition (5) on an interval J is equivalent to the property: 7 ! (!) ? ( ) has no zeros on J for ! 6 = :
Next we consider self-similar measures without assuming strong separation. Say that the transversality condition holds on an interval J (0; 1) if 7 ! (!) ? ( ) has no double zeros on J for ! 6 = : (11) Here a \double zero" for f means 0 such that f( 0 ) = f 0 ( 0 ) = 0 (so it includes zeros of higher order as well). An equivalent way to state the transversality condition is to say that the graphs of the functions 7 ! (!) and 7 ! ( ) de ned on J, intersect transversally (if at all). If a measure is absolutely continuous (with respect to Lebesgue measure L), then d dx will denote its Radon-Nikodym derivative, referred to as its density. In Section 5 we discuss how to verify transversality. An easily checked su cient condition for transversality is ( p b + 1) < 1, where b is given by (6) . This is useful only for m > 2; the case m = 2 is discussed below. The singularity assertion in part (a) Taking n = 2 we see that d 1=2 = 2 L 4 for all < 3=8, while the a.e. formula for g( ) suggested by Kahane would require d 1=2 to be in L 4 for a.e. > 1=4.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive Theorem 1.1 from a more general theorem on absolute continuity of convolutions. This convolution result is also used in the proof of Theorem 1.2 concerning intersections, given in Section 3. A generalization of Theorem 1.3 8 YUVAL PERES AND BORIS SOLOMYAK on densities of self-similar measures is established in Section 4, which can be read independently of Sections 2{3. In Section 5 we explain how to check the transversality condition (11) , and use it to prove corollaries 1.4 { 1.6. We conclude in Section 6 with some remarks and open problems. 
Recall the map de ned in (9) . For ! and in denote j!^ j = minfi : ! i 6 = i g: Let be a probability measure on such that for some s 2 (0; 1], ( )f(!; ) : j!^ j = kg < Cm ?ks ; (13) and consider the projected measure 
where I comes from (16 (20) Since < dim H K; there is a measure on K satisfying the Frostman condition (12) , see e.g. Mattila (1995) , Ch.8. Let be the Bernoulli measure on which assigns equal probability 1=m to each symbol. To apply the preceding lemmas, we need to restrict the measure to a xed cylinder set W of the order N I given by (17) . Consider the measure given by = j W ?1 :
The convolution is supported on K + (W) K + C , and we want to show that Condition (20) Proof of Theorem 2.1 (which implies Theorem 1.1(b)). We are given a nite measure on R satisfying the Frostman condition (12) . The measure on is arbitrary satisfying (13), and 
To complete the proof, it is su cient to show that I 1 Cr and I 2 Cr. By Lemma 2.3(a), (12) and (13) Let~ (E) = (?E). As in the proof of Theorem 1.1(a), is now the Bernoulli measure on which assigns equal probability 1=m to each symbol. Let = ?1 . Then (13) holds with s = 1, so by Theorem 2.1,~ is absolutely continuous with respect to L for a.e. 2 J 0 := 2 J : + log m log(1= ) > 1 :
We will show that for Lebesgue-a.e. 2 J 0 and (~ )-a.e. t 2 R, dim H (K + t) \ C ] + log m log(1= ) ? 1:
De ne the set A to be the set of t such that (29) 
Denote l t = f(x; x 0 ) 2 R 2 : x 0 = x + tg:
As in Mattila (1995), 13.12, we have
The plan is to show that for L-a.e. 2 I, the conditional measure of on (K C ) \ l t has nite ( ? 1)-energy for (~ )-a.e. t. This will imply (30). In fact, as in Theorem 1.1 we will work with a restricted measure = j W ?1 where W is a cylinder of order N I given by (17) . Thus (30) will be proved for (~ )-a.e. t 2 R. However, since W can be any cylinder and since is the sum of measures corresponding to all cylinders of order N I , the full strength of (30) will follow.
The rst step is to de ne the conditional measure. This can be done as in Mattila (1995 
where r = r (y; z; ; !) was de ned in (26 Thus, by (12) In this section we prove a generalization of Theorem 1.3. In order to formulate it, we need the notion of the L q -dimension of a measure on the product space (see e.g. Strichartz (1993) for the de nition of L q dimensions of a measure in R n ). A cylinder set of order k is a set f! 2 : ! i = u i ; i = 0; The property (37) implies that is a union of intervals of monotonicity for . In each of these intervals, the portion where j ( )j < has Lebesgue measure at most 2 = . On the other hand, j 0 ( )j has a uniform upper bound on I, so each of these intervals (except maybe the rst and the last one) has length =C 0 . Thus, their number is certainly less that C 0 = and we get Lf 2 I : j ( )j g (C 0 = )(2 = ). This proves (36). 
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Proof of Theorem 1.3. Recall that is a Bernoulli measure on with weights (p 1 ; : : : ; p m ). The entropy of is h( ) = ? P m i=1 p i log p i and direct calculation shows that
